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A Dark and Bloody Battle Ground: Wetland
Preservation in Kentucky
JANE MARIE WATrs*
Humankind has not woven the web of life.
We are but one thread within it.
Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves.




In the 1780s, the area that now comprises the United States con-
tained an estimated 392 million acres of wetlands.1 By the mid-1980s,
53% of the wetlands in the Continental United States had been de-
stroyed.2 During this two-hundred year period, the average rate of loss
was approximately 60 acres of wetlands every hour.3 Due to a lack of
knowledge and scientific study, "wetlands have been regarded as
wasted land that is better drained or filled and put to more 'productive'
use.' 4  Indeed, with the Swamp Land Act,5 Congress actively
encouraged the draining and filling of wetlands.
Senior Staff Member, JOURNAL OF NATURAL RESOURCES & FNVIRONMENTAL LAW, J.D.,
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I T.E. DAHL, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, WETLANDS LOSSES
IN THE UNITED STATES 1780s TO 1980s 1 (1990). Accurate estimation of wetland acreage in the
1780s is difficult because early survey reports do not provide quantitative information on wetlands.
Id. at 3-4. See also id. at 8-9 (summarizing other studies which have estimated wetland acreage in
Colonial America.).
2 Id. at 1.
3 Id
4 DIv. OF WATER, KENTUCKY NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET,
FIELD GUIDE TO KENTUCKY LAKES AND WETLANDS 9 (May 1985) (Revised May 1986) [hereinafter
FIELD GUIDE TO KENT cKY LAKES AND WETLANDS].
5 Swamp Land Act, 43 U.S.C. § 982 (1994). The statute's purpose was "[t]o enable the
several States... to construct the necessary levees and drains, [and] to reclaim the swamp and
overflowed lands therein ... " Id.
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The Earth Day Generation of the 1960s and 1970s brought a
heightened environmental awareness to American citizens. 6  This
awareness, along with more complete scientific studies, led Congress to
develop legislation designed to protect and preserve America's natural
resources. 7 For example, wetlands received protection under the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) Amendments of 1972.
Though wetland regulation has been revised and refined over the
years,9 wetlands continue to be undervalued and remain threatened.'0
Wetlands preservation has often been controversial among private
landowners," and recent proposals in Congress threatened to reduce or
even eradicate the protection of these resources. 2
Wetlands serve a variety of beneficial and necessary functions to
natural systems and human society. 3 Indeed, wetlands are some of the
most productive ecosystems on earth. 4 Before wetlands are further
destroyed, it would be wise to examine the role that wetlands play and
6 See, e.g., CELIA CAMPBELL-MOHN Er AL., SUSTAINABLE ENViRONMENTAL LAW 19 (1993)
(discussing the new ethic for conservationists.).
' See id. at 19, 22. The 1960s saw some early activity when Congress passed the Wilderness
Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131-1136 (1994); the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271-1287
(1994); and the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544 (1994). Id. at 19.
A true explosion occurred in the 1970s when Congress enacted the Resource Recovery Act
(Pub. L. No. 91-512, 84 Stat. 1227); the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA) (7 U.S.C. 136-136y (1994)); and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act [RCRA]
(42 U.S.C. 6901-6992k (1994)); and amended the Clean Air Act (Pub. L. No. 91-604, 84 Stat. 1676
(1970)); the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) ( Pub. L. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816
(1972) (codified at 33 U.S.C. § 1251-1373 (1994)); and the Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C.
1531-1544 (1994)). Id. at 22.
' Federal Water Pollution Control Act, §§ 33 U.S.C. 1251-1373, amended by Clean Water
Act (CWA), Pub. L. No. 95-217, 91 Stat. 1567, Dec. 27, 1977 (codified as amended at 33 U.S.C.
§§ 1251-1387 (1994)). Section 404 of the Clean Water Act requires permits for a "discharge of
dredged or fill materials into the navigable water at specified disposal sites." 33 U.S.C. § 1344(a).
The term "navigable waters" is defined as including wetlands. 33 C.F.R. 328.3(a)(l)-(6) (1995).
See infra part Ill.
"0 The 1990 report to congress prepared by T.E. Dahl states that "wetland acreage has
diminished to the point where environmental and even socio-economic benefits . . . are now
seriously threatened." DAHL, supra note 1, at 10. See also T.E. DAHL & C.E. JOHNSON, U.S. DEP'T
OF THE INTERIOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV., WETLANDS STATuS AND TRENDS IN THE CONTERMI-
NOUS UNiTED STATES, MID-1970s TO MD-1980s 1 (1991) [hereinafter STATUS AND TRENDS]
(estimating that 2.6 million acres of wetlands in the conterminous United States were lost from the
mid-1970s to the mid 1980s).
1 See, e.g., Timothy D. Searchinger, Wetlands Issues 1993: Challenges and a New
Approach, 4 MD. J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 13, 15-22 (Fall/Winter 1992-93) (discussing takings
and compensation under wetlands regulations).
2 See infra part IV C-3.
" See infra part H B-3.
14 UNITED STATES ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, AMERICA'S WETLANDS: OUR VITAL LINK
BETWEEN LAND AND WATER 4 (Feb. 1988) [hereinafter VITAL LNK].
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the impact that their destruction may have on human life and the envi-
ronment.
II. WETLANDS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE
The term "wetland" includes "marshes, swamps, bogs, and similar
areas that often develop between open water and dry land. ' 5 Wetlands
are transitional areas; they are neither land nor water in the traditional
sense of those words.' 6 Historically, wetlands were at best considered a
nuisance, and of little or no use to human society. 17 At worst, w etlands
have been considered dangerous-"a source of disease and pestilence,
a quagmire of precarious earth and blood thirsty insects.' For these
reasons, many acres of wetlands were either developed or converted to
agricultural use.' 9
Wetlands are found in every state in the Union.2' Due to regional
differences wetlands vary across the country, yet all wetlands may be
classified as either coastal wetlands or inland wetlands.2' Coastal
wetlands are found where land meets the ocean; they are characterized
by varying levels of salinity and fluctuating water levels, as well as by
halophytic plants-plants that thrive in salty conditions.22  Inland
wetlands, on the other hand, "are most common on floodplains along
rivers and streams, in isolated depressions surrounded by dry land, and
along the margins of lakes and ponds. 23 Unfortunately, these broad
definitions do not provide much guidance in identifying a specific area
as a wetland.
" Id. at i.
16 DAVID SALVESEN, WETLANDS: MITIGATING AND REGULATING DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS 9
(1990).
"7 Id. at i.
1s Id.
19 VITAL LINK, supra note 14, at 6. Estimates show that drainage for agriculture was
responsible for 87% of wetlands loss from the 1950s to the 1970s. Development has been
responsible for the remaining 13% of the loss. Id.
20 See U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, WEILANDS FACT SHEETS [hereinafter WETLANDS
FACT SHEETS] 5 (Feb. 1995) (United States map detailing the percentage of wetlands acreage loss
in each state from 1780-1980).
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A. Problems in Defining Wetlands
In 1987, the United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) re-
leased a manual that defined wetlands for the purpose of regulation.'
This manual identified three characteristics (criteria) of wetlands:
hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and wetland hydrology. 2 To be
classified as a wetland by the Corps, the area must possess all three
characteristics. 26 The Corps defines wetlands as: "areas that are inun-
dated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and dura-
tion sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do
support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in satu-
rated soil conditions."27 In other words, the "presence of water has an
overriding influence" because saturated conditions result in special
soils and vegetation.n
Originally, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) only
required hydrology and the presence of hydrophytic soil for an area to
be classified as a wetland.29 Other agencies and several states also
developed different criteria than those used by the Corps.30 The US.
Fish and Wildlife Service, for example, only required one characteristic
to be present for an area to be considered a wetland.3 ' States, if they
had a definition at all, generally required from one to three characteris-
tics, in every possible combination.32
In 1989, the Corps, EPA, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture created a joint wetlands delineation
manual for all the agencies' use.33 Critics denounced the manual for
"including wetland types that many perceived should not qualify for
protection." To correct this problem, the agencies prepared a revised
24 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FIELD GUIDE FOR WETLAND DELINEATION
(1987) [hereinafter FIELD GUIDE FOR WETLAND DELINEATION].
2' Id.at 9-I0.
2 Id.
27 Id. at 9.
n Id.at 31.
29 KENTUCKY NATURE PRESERVES COMMISsION, WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR
KENTUCKY 7-8 (June 1986) [hereinafter WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY].
30 SALVESEN, supra note 16, at 10. See also Caren Cooper, Wetland Delineation: The
Scientists Have Their Word, 3 CTZENS' WETLAND REPORT, May-June 1995, at 2.
31 SALVESEN, supra note 16, at 10. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service uses color infrared
photographs (vegetation signature) to make wetland maps. See STATUS AND TRENDS, supra note
10, at 4.
32 WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 29, at 8-11.




manual, the 1991 Proposed Revisions.35 These revisions, however,
were so strict that "the criteria would exclude many wetlands from
regulation., 36 Without a better solution, Congress fell back on the
Corps' delineation methods and required the Corps and EPA to use the
1987 manual.37
These different definitions have given rise to great confusion
among the regulated community.38 Under the direction of Congress,
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) published a study on the
scientific basis for characterization of wetlands; this study includes a
reference definition.39 Under this definition, water conditions, or hy-
drology, are of utmost importance, but soil and vegetation must also be
considered in delineating wetlands.' The National Research Commit-
tee (formed by NAS to complete this study) recommended that one
manual be adopted for use by all agencies to delineate wetlands.4'
Such a uniform definition should be helpful in eliminating some of the
confusion surrounding wetland regulation.
B. What Does a Wetland Look Like?
Most people believe they will "know a wetland when they see it,"
because as the name suggests, wetlands should be wet land.42 How-
ever, the presence of water is not always a reliable indication of a
wetland because water levels will vary according to weather patterns
and seasons.43 In fact, the Florida Everglades, one of the country's best
known wetlands, is often dry.' Soil and vegetation are more reliable





38 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, WETLANDS: CHARACTERISTICS AND BOUNDARIES I
(prepublication draft 1995).
39 Id. at 2.
40 Id.
"' See, e.g., Cooper, supra note 29, at 1-2.
42 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 11.
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1. Presence of Water
Hydrology is the most important part of a wetland. Standing water
or soil saturation during the growing season allows "soil organisms [to]
consume the oxygen in the soil, and cause conditions unsuitable for
most plants. '' 6 It is the presence of water that makes conditions favor-
able for the soil and vegetation found in wetlands.
2. Hydric Soils
Soils found in wetlands are commonly referred to as "hydric
soils."47 Hydric soils are characterized by thick organic top layers and
lower gray layers. Both characteristics are caused by the anaerobic
nature of saturated soils; lack of oxygen slows the decaying of organic
matter and allows it to accumulate, resulting in a thick organic layer.49
Lack of oxygen also drives microbes that use organic matter for energy
to reduce iron from the oxidized ferric state to the reduced ferrous state
to obtain oxygen. 0 The reduced (ferrous) state of iron is colorless,
while the oxidized (ferric) state has a rust color.5 1 As the microbes




Plants that can thrive in wet conditions, such as cattails and marsh
grasses, are known as "hydrophytes.,,13 Non-hydrophytic vegetation
uses oxygen in the soil during the conversion of food into energy.
4
Without adequate oxygen, plants must either stop this metabolic pro-
cess altogether or switch to an anaerobic process that produces much
less energy. 5 Thus, upland plants are only able to survive for short
46 Id.
47 Id.
41 DAVID J. WELSCH ET AL., U.S. DEP'T. OF AGRIC. FOREST SERVICE, FORESTED WETLANDS:





"3 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995). supra note 20, at 11.




periods of time, if at all, in wetlands.56 Hydrophytic plants, on the
other hand, have developed several different adaptations that allow
them to thrive in saturated conditions.5 7 Some plants develop structures
which pull oxygen from the atmosphere, while others spread their root
systems above the wet soil.5  The presence of hydric soils that support
hydrophytic plants are the best field indicators for identifying a wet-
land, provided the hydrology has not been altered (i.e., drained,
dredged, or filled).5 9
4. Location of Wetlands
Most wetlands are found next to rivers, lakes, streams and other
bodies of water.' These wetlands are called adjacent wetlands, and
they are "transitional zone[s] between upland and open water., 6'
However, wetlands sometimes occur in areas unconnected with bodies
of water. These are called isolated wetlands, and courts have expressed
a willingness to allow Corps jurisdiction over such areas. For example,
in Leslie Salt Co. v. Froehlke, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held
that the Corps had jurisdiction over a human-made, isolated wetland.62
C. The Importance of Wetland Function in the United States
As already noted, wetlands are transitional areas between land and
water. They are not separate systems; they are vital parts of both water
and land ecosystems. In fact, wetlands "serve unique functions that are
not matched by either of the other components of the ecosystem. 63
These functions are valuable for both wildlife and humans.
1. Wetlands as Ecosystems
Among ecosystems, wetlands are some of the most productive,
"comparable to tropical rain forests and coral reefs in the number and
56 Id.
" Id. at 26-7.
SId. at 27.
59 WETANDS FACr S-IEETs (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 11.
60 SALVESEN, supra note 17, at 9.
61 Id.
62 Leslie Salt Co. v. Froehlke, 578 F.2d 742 (9th Cir. 1978).
63 William H. Patrick, Jr., From Wastelands to Wetlands in YORK DISTINUISHED LECTURER
SER S at 12.
1995-961
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diversity of species that they support. '" In fact, wetlands provide the
primary or sole habitat for many species, such as the cattail and the
wood duck.6 Also, wetlands are critical habitat for about one-third of
federally listed threatened and endangered species, such as the whoop-
ing crane.6 For many other animals, such as deer, wetlands provide
food and cover.67 Much of aquatic life depends on wetlands for food
and "nursery" areas.6
In addition, wetlands produce great volumes of food. Dead plants
break down in the water to form organic material called "detritus."'
This material is very rich and provides "the principal food for many
small aquatic invertebrates., 70 These invertebrates become food for
larger fish, which in turn are consumed by humans.7 ' The destruction
of wetlands can harm and even destroy the species which depend upon
them.72
2. Wetlands as Flood-Control and Filters
In addition to their importance as an ecosystem, wetlands perform
valuable roles in the prevention of flooding and soil erosion.73 Because
wetlands are low-lying, often slightly to deeply depressed, they are able
to store excess water during times of flood.74 This excess water is
released slowly as the waters recede. 75 The effect of this water storage
is to prevent downstream flooding.76 The absorbing ability of wetlands
also reduces shoreline erosion by "absorbing the force of water flow
along river banks and the force of wave action around lakes. '77 Addi-
tionally, the vegetation present in a wetland slows the water down,
" WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (May 1993), supra note 20, at 2.
6 VITAL LINK, supra note 14, at 4.
' WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 2; STATUS AND TRENDS, supra note
10, at 3.





72 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 3. Scientists believe that the Ivory-
Billed Woodpecker was driven to extinction by the loss of bottomland hardwood wetlands. Id.
13 FIELD GUIDE TO KENTUCKY LAKES AND WETLANDS, supra note 4, at 11-12.
74 id.
73 id.
76 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 2.
7 FIELD GUIDE TO KENTUCKY LAKES AND WETLANDS, supra note 4, at 10.
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further reducing its erosive potential.78
Wetlands improve water quality in running water systems by acting
as a filter.79 As water passes through wetland vegetation, the rate of
flow is reduced, allowing sediments to settle out." Wetlands have
proven to be effective filters; one study done in Wisconsin revealed
that "under ideal conditions, [wetlands] can remove 90 percent of the
sediments from water. 81 Another study in McCreary County, Ken-
tucky revealed that wetlands filter out significant amounts of acid mine
drainage flowing into streams from abandoned coal mines.8 2 The
drainage was allowed to filter through a series of constructed wetlands
before reaching the Jones Branch watershed. 3 While this process
failed to filter the drainage enough to meet Kentucky water quality
standards, the wetlands removed much of the acid and a great deal of
the iron and other contaminants.8 In addition, wetlands can filter air
by removing many pollutants. By collecting organic matter, wetlands
"serve an important role in removing carbon dioxide from the atmo-
sphere. 85
3. Wetlands Provide Products and Areas for Recreation
Wetlands produce many valuable natural products such as timber
and fish.86 Indeed, in the Southeastern United States, "96 percent of the
commercial catch and over 50 percent of the recreational" catch are
animals dependent upon coastal wetlands.87 Finally, wetlands provide
areas perfect for recreation. 8 Wetlands contain great beauty due to
their diversity of plant and animal life forms. 9 They offer good places
to hike, boat, and swim.90
7 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 2.
FIELD GUIDE TO KENTUCKY LAKES AND WETLANDS, supra note 4, at 10.
so Id.
s Id. at 11.
82 BARBARA RAMEY ET AL., CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF A CONSTRUCTED
WETLAND ON JONES BRANCH TREATING ACID MINE DRAINAGE iii (1995).
Id. at 1-2.
Id. at 27-37.
Patrick, supra note 63, at 13.
96 VITAL LINK, supra note 14, at 5.
87 Id.
88 FIELD GUIDE TO KENTUCKY LAKES AND WETLANDS, supra note 4, at 14.
89 VITAL LINK, supra note 14, at 5.
90 Id.
1995-96]
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4. The Economic Value of Wetlands
The natural functions that wetlands perform provide a substantial
economic benefit to states in which they are located. Studies in Minne-
sota estimate that each acre of wetland offers flood control that would
cost about $300 dollars per acre to replace. 9' Minnesota citizens would
have to pay $1.5 million to replace the annual loss of 5,000 acres of
wetlands.92
The filtering that wetlands perform is much more valuable, and
thus more costly to replace. For example, to replace the filtering done
by the Congaree Bottomland Hardwood Swamp in South Carolina
(most of Kentucky's wetlands are bottomland hardwood),93 "[t]he least
cost substitute.. . would be a water treatment plant costing $5 million
(in 1991 dollars) to construct, and additional money would be needed
to operate and maintain the plant.
' 94
Natural products provided by wetlands also have economic value.
The United States fish processing and sales industry is worth $26.8
billion and employs hundreds of thousands of people.95 The EPA
estimates that "71% of this value is derived from fish species that
during their life cycles depend directly or indirectly on coastal
wetlands."'
Finally, the recreational opportunities afforded by wetlands bring
in about $59.5 million per year to the national economy. 97 As a state,
Kentucky benefits from tourists who enjoy wetland recreation. In
1985, the Kentucky Department of Travel found that the Kentucky
Lake area brought in an average of over 140 million dollars in 1983
and 1984.9" That amount represented 17.6% of the entire state's
revenue from tourism, and the Kentucky Lake area was the fifth most
popular place to visit behind Louisville, the Bluegrass area, Northern
Kentucky, and Mammoth Cave.99
9 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 4. This estimate assumes that one
acre of wetland will naturally hold 12 inches of water. Id.
' Id. Kentucky loses about 3,600 acres of wetlands per year. See infra part IVA.
93 See infra part IVA, B.
94 WETLANDS FAcr SHEETS (Feb. 1995). supra note 20, at 4.
95 Id.
% Id.
Div. OF MKr. AND ADVERTISING, KENTUCKY DEP'T OF TRAvEL DEv., ECONOMIC IMPACT




Ill. THE EVOLUTION OF WETLANDS REGULATION °°
In passing the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act, Congress
"intended to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological
integrity of the nation's waters."'' j The House's definition of "waters,"
did not include wetlands.'0 2 However, the Conference Committee
ultimately adopted the Senate's definition of navigable waters as "wa-
ters of the United States and their tributaries."
103
After the FWPCA went into effect, several judicial opinions pur-
ported to broaden the definition of "navigable waters."'' °4 In response
to these cases, EPA and the Corps also adopted a much broader defini-
tion of "waters. 10 5 In 1977, however, Congress amended the FWPCA
with the Clean Water Act (CWA), superseding all EPA and Corps'
changes.'06 Nevertheless, Congress expanded on the Corps' program
by "clearly reject[ing] limiting the program to traditionally navigable
waters. ' 'tr 7 Congress wanted to define waters to include more than
rivers and lakes. Unfortunately, the new amendments did not ulti-
mately serve to facilitate wetland protection. The debate and contro-
versy have since exploded.
"oo For a complete summary of the evolution of wetland protection see generally Sam Kalen,
Commerce to Conservation: The Call for a National Water Policy and the Evolution of Federal
Jurisdiction Over Wetlands, 69 N. D. L. REV. 873 (1994).
101 Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).
'o H.R. 11896, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 502(8) (1972). Language accompanying the proposal,
however, shows that the House meant for the term "navigable waters" to have a very broad
interpretation. H.R. REP,. No. 911, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 131 (1972).
"o S. 2770, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. § 502(h) (1971); S. Con. Res. 1236, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. §
143 (1972).
"o4 See United States v. Holland, 373 F. Supp. 665 (M.D. Fla. 1974) (holding that human-
made, non-navigable mosquito canals and mangrove wetland areas were regulated under the
FWPCA Amendments of 1972). See also Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Callaway,
392 F. Supp. 685 (D.D.C. 1975) (revoking parts of 39 Fed. Reg. 12115 that limit Corps of
Engineers' permit jurisdiction to anything other than "waters" as defined by FWPCA Amendments
of 1972).
'05 40 Fed. Reg. 31,320, 31,324-5 (1975); 40 Fed. Reg. 41,292 (1975) (EPA guidelines).
" Kalen, supra note 100, at 897-98.
Io d. at 898.
1995-96]
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IV. WETLANDS IN KENTUCKY
A. Background
Today, 47% of wetlands in the contiguous United States are found
in the Southeast (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennes-
see)."°  Eighty-nine percent of wetlands lost between the mid-1970s
and the mid-1980s were lost in this region. 109
In colonial times, Kentucky had an estimated 1,566,000 acres of
wetlands." ° By the mid-1980s, however, only 300,000 acres of
wetlands remained."' Kentucky has lost about 81% of its total
wetland acreage." '2 Only nine other states have lost comparable
amounts (70% or more): Arkansas, California (which has lost 91% of
its original wetland acreage), Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Maryland, Missouri, and Ohio. ' 3 Kentucky continues to lose 3,600
acres of wetlands every year, mostly due to coal mining and
agriculture." 4 Most of the remaining acres are "degraded by pesticides
[and] acid mine drainage.""' 5
B. Description of Kentucky's Wetlands
In 1986, the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission
(Commission) completed a project designed to identify and classify all
of Kentucky's wetlands. The Commission divided the state into 309
quads and constructed maps of each quad by analyzing high-altitude
photographs." 6 The results show that wetlands are present throughout
the state, but the "[w]etlands in Western Kentucky counties (Ballard,
0 J. M. HEFNER eT AL., FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, SOUTHEAST
WETLANDS: STATUS AND TRENDS, MID- 1970s TO MID- 1980S.
109 Id.
1o WETLANDS LOSSES IN THE UNITED STATES, supra note 1, at 6.
111 Id.
112 id.
13 Id. at 5.
'4 KENTUCKY ENVTL. QUALITY COMMISSION, STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT 243 (1992)
(hereinafter STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT]; DwISION OF WATER, CABINET, KENTUCKY REPORT TO
CONGRESS ON WATER QUALITY 119 (1988) [hereinafter KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS (1988)].
115 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS (1988), supra note 114, at 119. Roughly 68% of
wetlands are affected by sediment overload due to land use, 48% of wetlands are contaminated with
heavy metals from mining activity, and 24% are polluted with acid mine drainage. STATE OF THE
ENVIRONMENT, supra note 114, at 244.
116 WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 29, at 28, 34.
314 [VOL. 11:303
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Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman) are more extensive and contiguous." '117
While the western counties have fewer sites than central and eastern
counties (Fulton/Hickman and Ballard/Carlisle counties had 64 and 91
sites, respectively, compared with 124 and 109 sites in Barren/Metcalfe
and Metcalfe/Green counties), the individual sites contain more wet-
land acreage (24,857 acres in Fulton/Hickman and 24,134 in
Ballard/Carlisle compared with 124 acres in Barren/Metcalfe and 109
in Metcalfe/Green)." 8 Indeed, the four counties comprising the west-
ern part of the state contain about one-half the acreage in the entire
state. 9 In these western counties, the "shallow water table, the nature
of the soils, the highly alluvial nature of the flood plain, the frequent
flooding which occurs in this area, and other factors" make them per-
fectly suited for wetlands. 0
Most of Kentucky's wetlands are palustrine, or "freshwater
wetlands in a concave or depressional landform relative to the sur-
rounding landscape."'' Such freshwater wetlands may be forested
(with woody vegetation that is taller than 20 feet in height), scrub/shrub
(woody vegetation less than 20 feet in height), emergent (containing
rooted erect soft-stemmed plants, such as cattails), or aquatic beds
(containing floating or submerged vegetation).' 22 Fresh water wetlands
can be permanently flooded or may only experience brief and periodic
saturation."2 Most of Kentucky's fresh water wetlands are forested.2
The common name for forested wetlands is "bottomland hardwoods."'
' 25
Bottomland hardwoods are the types of wetlands found in western
Kentucky. 26 In Kentucky, such wetlands are usually hydrologically
connected to adjacent riverine systems, but hydrologically isolated
systems maintained by rain water or snow are also present.
2 7
Kentucky also has some wetlands which are a part of deep water
1 Id. at 34.
I' ld. at 37-9. The study revealed that no wetlands exist in Fayette County, Kentucky.
"' Id. at 41. Those four counties contain 57,773 acres of wetlands out of a total of 103,961
acres for the entire state. Id.
'o Id. at 34.
121 DMSION OF WATER, KENTUCKY NAT. RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET,
KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS ON WATER QUAuTY 2-3 (1994) [hereinafter KENTUCKY REPORT
TO CONGRESS (1994)].
" See HEFNER, supra note 108, at 28-9.
' Id.
124 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS (1994), supra note 121, at 2-5.
' HEFNER, supra note 108, at 28.
126 WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 29, at 23.
127 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS (1994),supra note 121, at 2-3.
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habitats.128 A deep water habitat is an entire aquatic system of which
wetlands comprise an important part.'2 9 Deep water habitats include
estuarine subtidal (bays and sounds), riverine (freshwater channels),
and lacustrine (lakes and reservoirs) systems. 3  The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife National Wetland Inventory maps indicate that Kentucky has
fewer riverine systems than palustrine systems, but those existing river-
ine systems play an important functional role, conveying water to Ken-
tucky's palustrine (or floodplain) systems.' 3 ' Kentucky also has lacus-
trine systems, which are mostly limited to human-made lakes.
32
Three wetlands in Kentucky (Metropolis Lake in McCracken
County, Murphy's Pond in Hickman County, and Swan Lake in Ballard
County) have been classified as Outstanding Resource Waters
(ORWs). 33 Waters are so classified if they "support federally-protected
threatened and endangered species or contain habitats supporting di-
verse and unique aquatic flora and fauna."'' "
C. Wetlands Regulation in Kentucky
1. How Kentucky Wetland Regulation Began
About ten years after federal agencies began routinely including
wetlands in their definition of navigable waters, the Kentucky Division
of Water (DOW) officially included wetlands as surface waters of the
Commonwealth.'31 One year later, the Kentucky Nature Preserve Com-
mission released its report entitled "Wetland Protection Strategies for
Kentucky."'' 16 The report offered several suggestions for the develop-
ment of state protection of wetlands. In 1990, the Kentucky DOW
included the Corps' definition of wetlands in the Kentucky regula-
tions."'
Even though Kentucky recognized wetlands as surface waters of
128 Id.
12 HEFNER, supra note 108, at 30.
130 Id.
"'1 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS (1994), supra note 121, at 2-3.
132 Id.
'3 Id. at 2-4.
"4 STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT, supra note 114, at 241.
131 KY.REv. STAT. ANN.§224.01-010(33)(1)(kk) (Michie Supp. 1996); 401 KY. ADMIN. REOS.
5:029(1)(kk) (1996).
'3 WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 29.
'31 401 Ky. ADMIN. REGS. 5:029(1)(oo) (1996). For the text of the definition, see supra note
25, at 9 (the Corp's definition of wetland).
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the Commonwealth, Kentucky statutes and regulations contained no
official definition of such areas.138 Unfortunately, because the states
and the federal government used numerous definitions of wetlands,
adopting any one of those definitions would not have been helpful.
39
The Nature Preserves Commission proposed defining wetlands using
the same three characteristics found in the EPA/Corps definitions:
hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation, and hydric soils.' 4° However, to be
classified as a wetland in Kentucky for regulatory purposes, the area
would only need to meet one of the following: (1) saturated conditions
and presence of hydrophytic vegetation, (2) presence of hydric soils and
hydrophytic vegetation, or (3) be a lake, ox-bow, slough, pond, or other
similar naturally-occurring body of water.' 4' Such a definition was
more inclusive than that relied upon by the Corps.'42
In addition to suggesting that a clear definition be adopted for
identifying wetlands, the report also suggested that state and local
officials be given authority over regulation programs in their areas.
43
The report further suggested imposing mitigation requirements when
wetlands were sacrificed in favor of some projects.'" Finally, the
report identified priority wetlands, which contained federally-threatened
or endangered species, critical habitats or outstanding resource waters,
or which faced an imminent threat of destruction or alteration.
41
After the report was released, "[i]t was soon apparent that wetland
protection in Kentucky was and is highly controversial."' In an at-
tempt to relieve the tension, the Environmental Quality Commission
(EQC) held public forums to generate support, and released its own
report on wetland protection strategies. 7 The EQC was created to
advise the Cabinet and the Governor about Kentucky's environmental
quality and to recommend proposals for protecting Kentucky's natural
resources.'" The EQC recommended legislation including a statement
that wetlands are valued in Kentucky and an express definition of
wetlands. The recommended legislation also provided for establish-
138 Id. at 4-11.
' See supra part H A.
140 WETLAND PROTECION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 29, at 11-23.
141 id.
"42 See supra part II A.
143 WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 29, at 82.
'4 id. at 84-8.
145 Id. at44.
146 KENTUCKY REPORTTO CONGRESS (1988), supra note 114, at 143.
147 Id.
,48 Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-100 to .01-115 (MiChie Supp. 1996).
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ment of a state planning committee and a wetlands coordinator respon-
sible for inventorying Kentucky's wetlands and reporting on status and
trends. It also proposed creation of an acquisition fund so that the state
could purchase priority areas and protect them, and provided for devel-
opment of a comprehensive wetland strategy which would include
public education and an examination of state programs that affect
wetlands. 49 Some of the suggested programs have since been imple-
mented.
In 1993, federal and state agencies involved with wetland protec-
tion in Kentucky adopted the "Wetland Compensatory Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan Guidelines for Kentucky."'5 This manual provides
agencies with guidelines for mitigating wetland loss in the state, includ-
ing performance standards and permanent protection measures.'5 '
Generally, persons applying for a permit must avoid and/or minimize
performing any activities which could prove harmful to wetlands.'52
Once such avenues have been exhausted and an adverse impact be-
comes unavoidable, replacement of lost wetlands is required.' a Such a
requirement is necessary to meet the national goal of "no net loss of
wetland functions and values.""M To be approved, a compensatory
mitigation plan must include the following: a detailed description of the
site to be developed, a detailed description of the site where mitigation
will occur, a description of performance standards for the mitigation
along with a plan for monitoring the mitigation, an alternate plan in
case the original cannot be completed, and measures to ensure that the
new area will be permanently protected.'55 Because mitigation planning
and procedures can be costly, destruction or alteration of wetlands often
becomes a last resort.
The DOW recently finished analyzing all the National Wetland
Inventory (NWI) maps of Kentucky.' 56 This has resulted in an accurate
measurement of the acreage of wetlands in Kentucky, and will assist
monitoring and mitigation efforts.'57
149 KENTUCKY REPORTTO CONGRESS (1988),supra note 114, at 143-46.
1-5 Div. OF WATER, KENTUCKY NAT. RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET,
WETLAND COMPENSATORY MITIGATION AND MONITORING PLAN GUIDEuNES FOR KENTUCKY (1993).
151 id.








2. Current Regulatory Procedure
A comprehensive regulatory program for wetland protection still
does not exist for Kentucky wetlands. Nevertheless, wetlands do re-
ceive patchwork protection under several other state and federal regula-
tions.
a. State Regulatory Schemes
Under the Clean Water Act, one must obtain a permit to discharge
pollutants or fill materials. A state, however, may become able to
issue these permits if EPA approves the state's permitting program.'5 9
Kentucky has obtained primacy for all programs of the Clean Water Act
except for the section 404 program that governs wetlands 6° In 1988,
the DOW concluded that the state "lacked the necessary funding and
staff to assume primacy."' 6' Even so, Kentucky has been able to use
the section 401 pollution discharge permitting system to help protect
wetlands.
The regulations implementing section 401 discharges under the
Clean Water Act provide that a certifying agency may place "any condi-
tions which the certifying agency deems necessary or desirable with
respect to the discharge of the activity" upon nationwide permits issued
by the Corps.' 62 The Kentucky General Assembly has deemed the
Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
(Cabinet) Kentucky's certifying agency under the Clean Water Act.'
63
Pursuant to the authority granted by the federal regulations and the
state, the Cabinet's DOW has placed conditions on thirteen of the
nationwide permits issued by the Corps.'" Kentucky denies the issu-
ance of these thirteen permits for activities that involve either
discharges that cause destruction to one acre or more of wetlands or
discharges into two-hundred linear feet or more of a stream or stream
's Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1342, 1344.
'I Id. §§ 1342(b), 1344(g)-(h).
160 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 121, at 48.
6 Jd. at 49.
' 40 C.F.R. § 121.2(a)(4).
161 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 244.16-060 (Michie 1992). See generally 33 U.S.C. § 1341(a)(l)
(The federal statute provides that any application for a federal permit must be accompanied by "a
certification from the State in which the discharge originates ....").
'" Letter from Terry P. Anderson, Manager, Division of Water, Water Quality Branch (Jan.
21, 1992).
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bank.'6 Kentucky has decided that two nationwide permits will not be
issued at all for activities within the state.16
In addition to the direct protection of wetlands, Kentucky law also
provides some indirect protection. In 1994, the Kentucky Heritage
Land Conservation Fund Act was amended to conserve natural re-
sources, including wetlands.' 67 The legislature found that all citizens
would benefit from "the acquisition and maintenance of certain lands
for use as ... wetlands."'" Therefore, the General Assembly provided
for the acquisition of natural resources and "wetlands as defined in
KRS 146.550 " 69 The statute also provides funding for this acquisi-
tion. 170
Wetlands also receive state protection if they are classified as Out-
standing Resource Waters (ORWs). Waters are automatically classified
as ORWs if they are identified under the Kentucky Wild Rivers Act,'7 '
the Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 72 the Kentucky Nature Pre-
serves Act,'73 or support federally-recognized threatened or endangered
species under the Endangered Species Act 74of 1973. 71 Waters may
also be considered for ORW classification if they are "of exceptional
aesthetic or ecological value," are within the boundaries of a park, are
part of a historical or geological area, or if they are part of an undis-
turbed area with high water quality, unusual diversity, or uncommon
aquatic habitat. 76 Such an area is given great protection to ensure that
it remains outstanding.
77
Under the Commonwealth's scheme, the Cabinet tests the existing
water quality of an ORW. This test provides a baseline for the ORW's
continuing level of purity. 78 After that initial determination, the
"[w]ater quality shall be maintained and protected in waters which
'" Public Notice from the EPA, issued by Kenneth Matthews, Chief, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Operations and Readiness Division (Jan. 1992).
i6 id.
117 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 146.550 (Michie 1996).
'68 Id. § 146.555 (Michie 1996).
'69 Id. § 146.565 (Michie 1996).
'70 Id. § 146.570 (Michie 1996).
170 Id§§ 146.200-.360 (Michie 1996).
17 16 U.S.C. § 1271 (1994).
3 KY. REv. STAT. ANN. §§ 146.410-.530 (Michie 1996).
" 16 U.S.C. § 1531(1994).
'7 401 KY. ADMIN. REGS. 5:031(7)(1)(a) (1996).
176 401 KY. ADMIN. REGs. 5:031(7)(1)(b) (1996).
'" 401 KY. ADMIN. REGS. 5:031(2)(b), (c) (1996).
178 401 KY. ADMIN. REGS. 5:031(2)(b) (1996).
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constitute an outstanding national resource."'" Water quality may be
lowered only if "it can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
cabinet, that lowering of water quality or a habitat modification will not
have a harmful effect on the threatened or endangered species which
the water supports."'"0 This heightened water quality criteria affords
protection for any wetland so classified. To date, three Kentucky
wetlands receive protection as ORWs.''
The above-mentioned state measures offer Kentucky wetlands
some protection. Even so, wetland destruction continues in the
Commonwealth.
b. Federal Regulatory Schemes
Kentucky relies on federal agencies for a great deal of its wetland
protection. The Clean Water Act confers EPA and the Corps
jurisdiction over Kentucky's wetlands. 2 The EPA is the administrator
of the Clean Water Act and is responsible for implementing the Act. 3
The Corps oversees construction that affects the nation's waters and
issues federal permits.1 4
The Corps is able to issue permits that allow persons to dredge
(dig) and/or deposit fill materials into wetlands (waters of the United
States).8 For the purposes of regulation, the nation's waters are
divided into three classes, called phases. Phase I waters are waters that
are navigable, such as rivers and lakes. 6 Phase H waters include
tributaries and adjacent wetlands associated with Phase I waters.'87
These waters are usually non-navigable.' Finally, Phase 1H waters are
the remainder of waters up to the headwaters." 9 While Kentucky may
be able to gain primacy over Phase III waters within the state, the
Corps retains jurisdiction over Phase I and II waters."9 Since the Corps
is not a state agency, it may not-be completely concerned or familiar
'79 401 KY. ADMiN. REGS. 5:031(2)(c) (1996).
,s 401 Ky. ADMIN. REGS. 5:031(2)(b) (1996).
' See supra part IV B.
' Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251, 1341.
.. Id. § 1251(d)(c).
'" Id. § 1344.
18 id.




190 Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1344(g).
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with the importance of wetlands within the state.
Wetlands are also protected in Kentucky under the Food Securities
Act. 9 ' The provision which protects wetlands is known as the
Swampbuster provision. 92 This provision requires farmers to protect
wetlands if they want to qualify for U.S. Department of Agriculture
farm program benefits. Farmers become ineligible for federal subsidies
if they cultivate a drained or filled wetland."' However, wetlands
converted to cropland before 1985 that have not been abandoned are
not regulated under this provision."
The Swampbuster provision and section 404 of the Clean Water
Act dovetail to provide more effective protection. Some activities not
covered by the Swampbuster provision will need permits under the
Clean Water Act, and vice versa.' 95 Fortunately, the EPA, the Corps,
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NCRS) (formerly the Soil
Conservation Service) and the Fish and Wildlife Service have all
agreed to allow NCRS to become "the lead agency for identifying
wetlands on agricultural lands."' 6 Farmers can now rely on one agency
to determine what they must do to protect their wetlands.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service also has jurisdiction over
Kentucky's wetlands."9  The Fish and Wildlife Service classifies,
inventories, and manages wetlands with an eye for protecting
wildlife.' 9
3. Problems with the Existing System
The existing system of wetlands preservation, while offering some
protection, has many faults. First, Kentucky lacks a comprehensive
wetland program, and must continue to rely on piecemeal solutions that
often offer inadequate protection. Second, the federal permitting
program leaves much to be desired. In fact, "since 1983, the Corps has
issued an average of 130 permits per year in Kentucky for dredge and
fill activities, many of which include wetlands."' 99 There is no record
'9' 16 U.S.C. § 3821-23 (1994).
192 Id.
9 16 U.S.C. § 3821(b).
'94 16 U.S.C. § 3821(A).
19 WETLANDS FACT SHEETS (Feb. 1995), supra note 20, at 8.
196 id.
"97 WETLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES, supra note 29, at 58-61.
19' Id.
'" STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT (1992), supra note 114, at 244.
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that they have denied a permit for such activities within the state.2M
Third, the Swampbuster program does not completely protect wetlands,
because only about 53% of Kentucky's agricultural acreage is enrolled
in federal farm subsidy programs subject to these provisions.2"' Finally,
even though wetland mitigation is required when wetlands are filled, it
is still too soon to know how well mitigation programs work. It
remains to be seen whether mitigation adequately replaces wetland
acreage and functions. Many Kentucky wetlands-about 3,600 acres
per year-are slipping through these cracks.2" 2
V. THE FUTURE OF WETLANDS PRESERVATION
The Clean Water Act Amendments of 1995 might have had a
significant effect on wetlands preservation. One of the purposes of the
amendments was "to ensure that agency action... w[ould] not limit the
use of privately owned property so as to diminish its value. 2 3 In the
event that such diminution in value occurred, a property owner would
have been entitled to compensation from the federal government.' °
Such a provision would ultimately serve to reduce declared wetland
acreage; the federal government cannot afford to pay for all of it.
The proposed Amendments also provided for classification of
wetlands according to their importance. 205 Type C wetlands, the lowest
class, would have included wetlands that "serve limited wetland
functions." 2' Type C wetlands would receive no protection because
activities in type C wetlands could be undertaken without a permit.( 7
The proposal further served to devalue wetlands by declaring that
"wetlands... present health risks in some instances where they act as
breeding grounds for insects that are carriers of human and animal




See supra note 114 and accompanying text.
203 H.R. Rep. 104-112, Title VIII, § 802(b)(2) (1986).
20 Id. § 803(d)(1).
" Id. § 802(c).
Id. § 802(3)(c)(I).
20' Id. § 802(6).
Id. § 802(a)(6).
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CONCLUSION
Wetland protection is important for American society as well as the
environment. At best, wetland loss will cost American citizens their tax
dollars to replace the filtering, flood control, and natural products
provided by wetlands. At worst, destruction of wetlands will cause
species extinctions and endangerment of other lives on earth.
It is true that wetland regulation could use some rethinking;
however, the current proposals are headed in the wrong direction. The
federal agencies have already begun working together to streamline and
simplify wetland regulation. Indeed, as a state, Kentucky has only
recently begun to preserve its wetlands. It would be a shame to throw
away the advances that have been made.
Reconciling American societal attitudes with natural resource
protection has not been and will probably never be easy. This does not
mean that such reconciliation efforts should be abandoned. Educating
all citizens-especially children and private landowners-about the
value and beauty of wetlands is a must. As Chief Seattle said, all things
are connected. Human life depends on intact ecosystems for survival.
Americans are only beginning to see that environmental destruction has
a profound effect on humans. When designing environmental
policy-including those for wetlands-America must consider its
future generations and the world that they will inherit.
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